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ABSTRACT | Cyber–physical systems (CPSs) couple their cyber

and physical parts to provide mission-critical services, includ-

ing automated pervasive health care, smart electricity grid,

green cloud computing, and surveillance with unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAVs). CPSs can use the information available from

the physical environment to provide such ubiquitous, energy-

efficient and low-cost functionalities. Their operation needs

to ensure three key properties, collectively referred to as S3:

1) safety: avoidance of hazards; 2) security: assurance of

integrity, authenticity, and confidentiality of information; and

3) sustainability: maintenance of long-term operation of CPSs

using green sources of energy. Ensuring S3 properties in a CPS is

a challenging task given the spatio–temporal dynamics of the

underlying physical environment. In this paper, the formal

underpinnings of recent CPS S3 solutions are aligned together

in a theoretical framework for cyber–physical interactions, em-

powering CPS researchers to systematically design solutions for

ensuring safety, security, or sustainability. The general appli-

cability of this framework is demonstrated with various

exemplar solutions for S3 in diverse CPS domains. Further,

insights are provided on some of the open research problems

for ensuring S3 in CPSs.

KEYWORDS | Body area networks (BANs); cyber–physical
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I . INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a dramatic rise in the development

of smart and context-aware mission-critical systems that

present a tight coupling between embedded computing

devices and their physical environment. Representative

examples include: 1) physiological sensors deployed on

human body that continuously monitor the health and

enable the fast detection of medical emergencies and the

delivery of therapies [1]–[3]; 2) smart buildings that detect
absence of occupants and shut down the cooling unit [4] to

save energy; 3) data centers (DCs) that use solar energy for

cooling purposes [5]; and 4) unmanned aerial vehicles

(UAVs) that use an image of the terrain to perform

surveillance [6]. A common theme in such smart systems is

the role played by the underlying physical environment.

The physical environment provides information necessary

for achieving many of the important functionalities. Sys-
tems that use the information from the physical environ-

ment, and in turn can affect the physical environment

during their operation, are called cyber–physical systems

(CPSs).

The tight coupling between the cyber and the physical

in CPSs, though advantageous, is subject to new forms of

risks that have not been considered adequately in the
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traditional computing domain. These new types of risks
include the cyber element adversely affecting the physical

environment (e.g., untimely delivery of medication or

therapies) or vice versa (e.g., malfunctioning of UAV con-

trol algorithm may lead to crash of UAVs on unwanted

regions causing potential loss of civilian lives). Recent

works have shown that a CPS can utilize the information

from the physical environment to make smart decisions for

preventing these new types of hazards to both the physical
environment and the computing unit thereby improving

the safety of the CPS. For example, sensors in a body area

network (BAN) can monitor their ambient tissue temper-

ature and employ several control strategies (e.g., rotate

cluster leader nodes [7]) to reduce their thermal impact.

CPSs often collect sensitive and private information

about the physical environment. For example, sensors in a

BAN store and communicate vital signs of patients. Fur-
ther, their ability to actuate change in the physical envi-

ronment (e.g., deliver electrical shock to the heart as in

pacemakers) and their increasing pervasiveness makes

them easily accessible to both legitimate users and crimi-

nals. A loss of security for a CPS can therefore have sig-

nificant negative impact including loss of privacy, potential

physical harm, discrimination, and abuse. Though numer-

ous security primitives have been developed in the cyber
domain to address the very same issues, their applicability

to the CPS domain is suspect given that they are usually

complex to implement and oblivious to cyber–physical

interactions. One of the ways of making security solutions

more usable (simple) and efficient is to utilize information

from the physical environment for security purposes. For

example, one could use the physiological signals in a BAN

to enable key agreement between sensors for trust
establishment and secure communication [8].

As critical infrastructures CPSs are usually required to

provide the desired services over an extended period of

time with minimal maintenance. Utilizing resources from

the physical environment can potentially enable a CPS to

have a long operational lifetime. Green energy from the

sun, bio-gas, and human body are used as supplement to

the traditional energy sources of battery and power grid to
power computing units in a CPS (green DCs [5]). This

results in lower usage of energy from the battery or power

grid and increases the lifetime and reduces the cost of

operation of a CPS. However, due to the dynamic nature of

the physical environment, the amount of available energy

varies over time. In this regard, the energy availability

characteristic of the environment needs to be carefully

considered to perform environmentally coupled duty cy-
cling of computing units in a CPS to sustain its operation

using solely harvested energy [9].

To achieve safety, security, and sustainability (S3) in a

CPS, the computing unit needs to extract diverse types of

information, related to say thermal, mechanical, and elec-

trical properties of the environment. Design and analysis

of CPSs thus requires in-depth understanding of the

characteristics of these information and their effects on the
computing operation. As Willems has aptly pointed out

[10], systems researchers should incorporate detailed be-

havioral characterizations of the physical environment in

the theories and techniques of computer science. Lack of

such considerations results in serious violations of S3 pro-

perties. For example, in case of a pulse oximeter in a BAN,

if the control of the sampling frequency is not aware of the

temperature rise on human skin, severe burn hazards can
occur [11]. In case of an access restricted health monitor-

ing system, if during emergencies health data are not

provided to skilled care givers, although unauthorized, life

saving opportunities may be wasted. If a job scheduling

operation in a sensor is not aware of the variation in the

amount of energy scavenged from the green sources, then

its operation may not be sustained. This stresses the need

for a unified interdisciplinary approach towards CPS
design for achieving S3 that combines theories from com-

puter science with those from other sciences and engineer-

ing disciplines. Further, extensive deployments of CPSs as

critical infrastructures require a low-cost design and

development methodology. This is especially important

as the number of lines of code (NLoC) to support complex

mission-critical functionality is rapidly growingVthe rate

being exponential in some domains, such as avionics.1 A
formal representation and analysis of CPSs enables design

time feedback and correction of errors before deployment

hence reducing cost incurred in redesign and risks of

failure [12].

In this regard, this paper first represents CPSs in a

formal framework, which enables identification of cyber

and physical components and most crucially the cyber–

physical interactions in any CPS. Such a formal represen-
tation enables CPS designers to better understand the

required set of theories and their unification needs for an

S3 ensured design. The paper then considers four CPS

domains: BANs, DCs, smart infrastructures (SIs), and

UAVs, and discusses some of the existing environmentally

coupled solutions to S3 for these domains. The general

applicability of the formal framework is demonstrated by

mapping the characteristic of the solutions to the formal
constructs. The paper concludes by discussing some of the

open research problems.

II . CYBER–PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
AND S3 ISSUES

CPSs, as shown in Fig. 1, consist of embedded computing

units, which frequently interact with their physical

environment to provide critical functionalities such as

early detection of health problems, securing sensitive data,

and enabling long term uninterrupted operation. The
computing units of a CPS can be characterized by a set of

quantitative properties C. These properties are related to

1http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/418878main_FSWC_Final_Report.pdf
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the computing operation and are functions of the type of

application executed. For example, members of C can be

the utilization of a server in a DC, the initial concentration

input to a drug infusion control algorithm [13], the duty

cycle of a sensor, or a 128-b key for encryption during
communication. The physical environment in a CPS can be

similarly characterized by a set of quantitative properties

P. Examples of physical properties include time-varying

physiological and environmental signals, such as temper-

ature, humidity, and amount of sunlight.

In a CPS, the properties in C are closely related to

those in P through physical processes that cause variation

of the properties in the physical environment. Such phy-
sical processes can be characterized by a set of interaction
parameters I. The interaction parameters can be associated

with both the computing and physical properties of a CPS.

Typical examples of interaction parameters include heat

transferred from the servers in the DC to the ambient air,

amount of energy harvested from the environment, or

frequency domain features of physiological signals. Both

the physical and computing properties affect the interac-
tion parameters. The computing properties are time

varying. Hence, the mapping between the sets C and I

can be represented by G : C � t ! I (thin solid arrows in

Fig. 1), where t is time. The properties of the physical

environment vary over both space and time. For example,

temperature varies from place to place in a DC and the

intensity of sunlight is low under shade and also has

diurnal variation. Hence, the mapping from the physical
properties to the interaction parameters H : P � t �
fx; y; zg ! I is spatio–temporal in nature (dashed arrows

in Fig. 1), where fx; y; zg represents a point in the

coordinate space.

In practice, mappings in G either have to be deter-

mined by performing profiling experiments, e.g., utiliza-

tion to power curves for a server in the DC [14], or can be a

result of the execution of an algorithm. On the other hand,

the mappings in H can be determined either by building of

models of the physical processes, e.g., electromechanical

models of energy obtained from piezoelectric devices [15],

or can be obtained through signal processing, e.g., extract-
ing security keys from physiological signals [8]. The inter-

action parameters define cyber–physical interactions as

follows.

Definition 1: A cyber–physical interaction is an inverse

mapping K from a subset of I to a subset of P or C.

Example 1 (Pulse-Oximeter Thermal Effects): In case of a
fingertip pulse oximeter operation [11], the sampling fre-

quency ðCÞ affects the amount of heat dissipated ðIÞ. Heat

dissipated as a function of frequency ðGÞ can be obtained

through power profiling of the pulse oximeter. The effect

of the dissipated heat on the temperature rise of the human

body ðPÞ is characterized by the Penne’s bioheat equation

[16]. Such a mapping is an example of K. The specific heat

and skin conductance of the human body also affect the
temperature rise through mapping H, which has to be

experimentally characterized.2 �

Example 2 (Drug Infusion): Infusion pumps operate in a

closed loop with physiological sensors such as glucose

meter or SpO2 sensor to control drug infusion. The infu-

sion rate ðCÞ affects the drug concentration in the blood

ðIÞ through the diffusion process. The diffusion process
ðGÞ can be characterized by the pharmacokinetic model

[17]. The drug concentration then affects physical proper-

ties ðPÞ such as blood oxygen level, unconsciousness, or

cell death rate in case of chemotherapy through physio-

logical processes ðKÞ such as change in action potential. A

2�VEnd of example marker.

Fig. 1. Cyber–physical systems, with tight coupling between computing and physical environment through interaction parameters.
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control algorithm in the infusion pump takes the physical
properties as input and adjusts the infusion levels so as to

achieve the desired physiological effects while avoiding

hazards such as respiratory distress [17]. �
Broadly, cyber–physical interactions can be of two types:

1) intended interactions, which refer to the usage of infor-

mation from the physical environment for performing

useful computing operations (Example 2); and 2) unin-
tended interactions, which refer to the side effects of ope-
ration of the computing units on the physical environment

(Example 1). Further, in case of networked CPSs, there are

often combined effects of the individual interactions called

aggregate effects, as observed in multichannel drug infu-

sion. A case in point is the increased death rates of cancer

cell when � monoclonal antibody and mathotrexate drugs

are infused simultaneously rather than when infused se-

quentially [18]. Given this generic model, CPS S3 proper-
ties are discussed next.

A. Safety, Security, and Sustainability in CPS
In this section, intended and unintended interactions

and aggregate effects are used to discuss S3 design goals

of CPS.

1) Safety: Safety is essential given the mission critical
deployments of many CPSs such as in health management

and avionics. ISO 60601 defines safety as the avoidance of

hazards to the physical environment due to the operation

of a medical device under normal or single fault condition

[19]. We believe that this definition of safety can also be

applied to CPSs in nonmedical domains by broadening the

scope of hazards considered, including faulty operation of

the computing unit, radiation leaks, thermal effects, bio-
compatibility issues, software failures, mechanical, and

electrical hazards.

Hazards in the physical environment can occur due to

abnormal conditions on the properties in P. Hence, they

can be mathematically characterized as constraints on the

values of the properties in P. Definition 1 relates comput-

ing properties ðCÞ to P through the cyber–physical inter-

action mapping K. Variations in the properties in C can
thus cause constraint violations in P. Assuring safety of the

physical environment due to operation of the computing

units should essentially consider characterization of the

mapping K.

Traditionally, researchers have focused on bypassing

this characterization and transforming the safety assurance

problem into a well-understood problem in computer

science such as formal model reachability analysis. In this
regard, several static assumptions on the mapping K have

been considered, which abstract out the dynamic nature of

the physical environment. For example, in works such as

[12] and [20], infusion pump software has been modeled as

a timed automaton. The diffusion process is simplified so

that the drug concentration in the blood is incremented by

the infusion rate instantaneously. The problem of safety

assurance is consequently reduced to developing bug free
software or a control system analysis problem. Such sim-

plified notion of safety, however, may not entirely capture

the hazards resulting from the dynamic cyber–physical

interactions. For example, infusion pumps for chemother-

apy require characterization of the spatial extent to which

the drug diffuses. In case of pumps used for anesthesia

[17], the safety analysis requires the time taken for the

drug to reach a particular concentration.3 Hence, in order
to guarantee safety of CPS software, it is necessary to

accurately characterize the spatio–temporal dynamics of

the physical environment and its tight coupling with the

computing units. In essence, more focus is needed on the

interaction safety.

Interaction safety hazards can occur due to different

kinds of cyber–physical interactions.

• Interaction between two computing units: Cyber–
physical interactions of two computing units in

different CPSs may affect each other’s operation in

hazardous ways. Recently headphones have been

reported to interfere with pacemakers of heart

patients.4 The electromagnetic interaction of the

headphone with the patient’s body gets coupled

with the electromagnetism induced by the pace-

maker on the patient’s heart and deactivates it.
• Interactions from computing units to the physical

environment: Cyber–physical interaction between

the computing units and the physical environment

may have harmful effects on the physical environ-

ment (Examples 1 and 2).

• Interaction from the physical environment to the
computing units: The operation of the physical en-

vironment may impose hindrance to the operation
of the computing unit. For example, tissue growth

around the implanted sensors can hamper sensing

and communication capabilities.

Addressing interactions safety is a challenging task.

Principally, it requires exact understanding of the physical

processes of the environment and the properties of the

computing unit that affect the physical processes. This

usually also means considering the spatio–temporal nature
of cyber–physical interactions (mappings H and K are over

space and time).

2) Security: Security of a CPS is defined as the ability to

ensure that both data and the operational capabilities of

the system can only be accessed when authorized. Security

for CPSs is a relatively new area. As with any new field

most of the effort seems to be focused on efficiently map-
ping solutions from existing domains [22]. The need for

3Rise in safety violation incidences in recent years has motivated calls
[21] for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to reexamine the
current procedure for premarket safety evaluation of medical devices. We
believe that increasing cyber–physical nature of medical devices and
consequently the increase in interaction hazards should guide any policy
changes in this regards.

4http://www.medicaldevicesafety.org/
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security in a CPS is manyfold. Some of the main factors are
as follows.

• Mission critical nature: CPSs are often used in mis-

sion critical applications. Therefore, any security

compromise of either the cyber system or the phy-

sical environment of a CPS can have profound

consequences. This also makes them more likely

targets for attacks. A case in point is the attack on

pacemakers which not only forced them to reveal a
patient’s electrocardiogram (EKG) data but also

actuate an untimely shock [23].

• Information detail and sensitivity: CPSs are privy to

detailed and often sensitive information about a

critical physical process. If this information is

available to malicious entities, it can be exploited

leading to loss of privacy, abuse, and discrimina-

tion. For example, unauthorized knowledge of the
electricity consumption of a neighborhood from a

smart-grid CPS can result in socket-bombing

attacks on households.

• Ability to actuate: CPSs have the ability to actuate

changes to the physical environment. Allowing

unauthorized parties to actuate untimely changes

to the physical environment can cause harm to the

environment itself. For example, malicious entities
can easily shut down a CPS controlling an auto-

mobile leading to issues ranging from inefficient

fuel consumption to brake failure.

• Ubiquity: In a world, which is becoming in-

creasingly dependent upon CPSs to provide auto-

mated, efficient management of essential services,

care has to be taken to ensure that they are

protected.
Addressing security in CPSs presents numerous chal-

lenges. Traditional computer security work has focused

mainly on the cyber attacks related to the computing pro-

perties C, such as brute force attacks on session keys. With

CPSs this has to change, as both attacks and effects on the

physical environment ðPÞ have to be considered in tandem

with the cyber. An important consequence of this realiza-

tion is that as with the traditional cyber security, it be-
comes imperative to be able to detect attacks and identify

attackers who mount purely physical or hybrid attacks.

This is a nontrivial task and needs efforts in multiple

channels of operation and not cyber alone. Additionally,

the deployment of CPSs is not limited to specialized sys-

tems managed by tech-savvy people. Many of the applica-

tions of CPSs are systems of everyday use operated by

nontechnical people. Therefore, security solutions for
CPSs should have a high degree of usability, a characteris-

tic that today’s cyber-only security solutions do not ade-

quately possess. Use of information from the physical

environment can enable usable security. The following

example illustrates integration of security primitives with

signal processing of physiological data to achieve plug-n-

play key distribution.

Example 3 [Physiological-Vvalue-Based Key Agreement
(PSKA)] [8]: For a network of sensors on human body

information security can be maintained by encrypting

messages using keys derived from physiological parameters

ðPÞ of the human body [8]. The transmitting sensor per-

forms signal processing operations ðHÞ on the physiolog-

ical signals and obtains frequency domain features ðIÞ. A

random key ðCÞ is generated by the transmitting sensor

and is hidden with the help of the features using a fuzzy
vault construct ðGÞ. The vault is then transferred to the

receiving sensor, which performs Lagrangian interpolation

on the vault ðKÞ to extract the hidden key used for en-

cryption. This example stresses the need for unification of

approaches from different disciplines to achieve CPS

security. �

4) Sustainability: Sustainability5 from the energy per-
spective can be defined as the balance between the power

required for computation and the power available from

renewable or green sources (i.e., sources in the environ-

ment such as solar power) [24]. Traditionally, CPS compo-

nents such as sensors in BANs or servers in DCs are

supplied energy from the battery or from the AC mains.

However, with recent push toward alternative green

sources of energy, the traditional energy supply model
has to change. Fig. 2 show two possible energy supply
models: 1) scavenging source to computing system (SSCS)
model, where the harvesting/scavenging source directly

supplies energy to the computing unit; and 2) scavenging

5Sustainability in CPS can be discussed from: 1) energy perspective;
and 2) equipment recycling perspective. The paper focuses only on the
energy perspective and discuss the related issues.

Fig. 2. Power supply models of CPS: (a) green source directly

supplying power; (b) green source charging a battery that feeds

to the computing unit. Load characteristics of the green sources and

the maximal power point for the sources to operate at maximum

efficiency are also shown.
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source to battery to computing system (SBCS) model, where
scavenging source first stores the energy to a battery and

then the battery supplies energy to the computing unit.

The cyber–physicality of such energy supply models can be

explained using Definition 1. The properties of the physical

environment ðPÞ, which are utilized to scavenge energy,

such as the intensity of sunlight, and the body tempera-

ture, affect the amount of energy available to power com-

puting units. The amount of energy available can be the
interaction parameter I. The computing properties such as

the allowable duty cycle, frequency of operation, or server

utilization are adjusted based on the available energy. Here

the cyber–physical interaction mapping K can be the result

of execution of a duty cycling, frequency control, or work-

load placement algorithm.

Cyber–physical energy supply model imposes several

challenges to the sustainable design of CPSs.
/ Intermittent energy supply: Environmental energy

sources are inherently intermittent in nature.

Hence, there is no guarantee that the power needs

of the computing units in the CPS will be met at

every instant from the green sources. As shown in

Fig. 2, for the SSCS model of energy supply, often

the power supply and demand do not match. For

the SBCS model, there is energy wastage when the
amount of power obtained from green sources is

greater than the amount the battery can store. To

obtain a sustainable CPS design, the aggregate

power demand from the computing units has to

be matched by the power from scavenging sources

at all instants and power wastage has to be

minimized.

/ Unknown load characteristics: The operating voltage
obtained across a computing unit depends on its

input impedance and the load characteristics of the

source. For green energy sources the voltage and

current are often related through a convex function

[9] (Fig. 2). The power drawn from the source is

maximum at a certain voltage and current. Hence,
for maximum efficiency, the optimal operating voltage
and current have to be determined from the load
characteristic.

The following example illustrates these challenges:

Example 4 (DC Environmentally Aware Scheduling): A DC

consists of a cluster of servers networked with each other and

capable of high-performance computing (Fig. 3). Server

utilization ðCÞ has impact on the heat dissipation and

temperature rise ðIÞ of the servers, which can be char-
acterized through power profiling ðGÞ. The dissipated heat

from one server is recirculated to the input of other servers in

the DC room. A cooling unit supplies cold air to the servers to

maintain the inlet temperatures below redline. The heat

dissipated by the servers is recaptured using cold plates and is

used to power cooling units using heat activated cooling [5].

The efficiency of heat recaptured is dependent on the

temperature of the servers, which can be characterized by

thermodynamic laws ðKÞ. The temperature however varies

with changing workload. Hence, a heat recapture unit may

not provide a steady source of power. The heat activated

cooler thus has to be supplemented with power grid and

other green sources such as sunlight. In this regard, a major
challenge is to schedule workload being aware of the thermal

and power availability characteristics of the DC to achieve

low-cost operation while meeting Service Level Agreements

(SLAs) [25]–[27]. �
It is to be noted that for a CPS design there are other

important issues such as reliability, data management, and

real time operation. However, in the context of this paper

we assume that these properties are subsumed by the
overarching S3 issues. For example, if data transfer from

an electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor in a BAN to the base

station was unreliable, detection of heart related emer-

gencies would fail, hampering patient safety.

B. Expected Properties of S3 Solutions
As discussed earlier in Section I, CPSs leverage infor-

mation from their physical environment for their effective

operation. Hence, any solution to safety, security, or sus-

tainability of a CPS should consider the physical environ-

ment as an important component of the entire CPS. Such

considerations necessitate characterization of the cyber–
physical interactions and their incorporation in the design

of CPSs. Characterization of cyber–physical interactions

includes determining: 1) the effects of computing opera-

tion on the interaction parameters; 2) the effects of the

physical processes in the environment on the interaction

parameters; and 3) the effects of the interaction param-

eters on the computing unit and physical environment.

Well-defined theories in the domain of computer science
can effectively characterize the computing operation of a

CPS. Similarly, well-defined techniques in domains such

as thermodynamics, mechanical engineering, and fluid

Fig. 3. Heat recirculation in a DC.
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dynamics can be used to characterize physical processes.
The interaction parameters however should be coupled

with both the computing and physical processes for a

cyber–physical interaction to exist (Definition 1). Their

characterization should involve unification of theories

from different disciplines.

For instance, in example 2, a model predictive con-

troller can be designed, which decides on the future infu-

sion rate, in order to maintain unconsciousness of the
patient without causing respiratory distress [13]. In this

regard, a mathematical representation of the drug diffu-

sion process is required, which can be obtained from the

theories of fluid dynamics. Subsequently the techniques of

control theory can be employed with this model to design

the controller. We hypothesize that any cyber–physically
oriented solution to S3 would involve synergistic employment
of various approaches and techniques from different domains
of science and engineering.

Some recent research endeavors in solutions for CPS

problems have concentrated on this unification. The need

for computer scientists to understand the operation of the

physical environment has been stressed in [10]. Willems

[10] proposes a methodology to consider the operation of

the physical environment in any given domain. The idea is

to consider the physical system as a black box and study its
behavior. Then, mathematical abstractions can be devel-

oped that represents the behavior of the physical system,

also called behavioral models. Such a model-based approach
to the unification of different disciplines is illustrated in

our discussion on the cyber–physically oriented solutions

for S3.

III . CYBER–PHYSICALLY ORIENTED
SOLUTIONS FOR S3

Sections I and II hinted at the potential of using infor-

mation from physical environment for S3 solutions. This

section discusses some existing cyber–physically oriented

S3 solutions.

A. Ensuring Safety
Ensuring safety of cyber–physical systems requires the

characterization of the cyber–physical interactions. It in-

volves understanding of the dynamic nature of complex

physical environment such as physiology of human body.

Traditionally such characterization is done through

experimentation. For example, to characterize thermal in-

teraction in a pulse oximeter, experimentation on real de-

ployments of the device on redundant tissues of volunteers
was performed [11]. Such experimentation can cause burn

risks to the human body as documented. Further, due to

limited set of volunteers, experiments cannot capture an

exhaustive list of test cases and are hence incomplete. In

case of CPSs like DCs thermal safety of the servers is

ensured by setting cooling unit supply temperature at the

minimum required level [28], which is estimated by

performing experimental trials before deployment. How-
ever, such estimations can be performed before the DC

installation. Reiterating those experiments would require

DC shutdown. In summary, experimental measures to

characterize cyber–physical interactions are problematic

due to: 1) risk of physical harm to the environment;

2) limited number of test cases prevents a comprehensive

characterization; 3) changes in the infrastructure require

reiteration of the experiments, which is often expensive or
infeasible; and 4) no theoretical guarantee on the system

safety can be provided due to lack of comprehensive

analysis.

In this regard, a widely used solution technique is

model-based engineering (MBE): a method of developing

behavioral models of real systems and analyzing the models

for requirement verification. There are two main phases in

MBE: 1) model development; and 2) model analysis [29]. In
the model development phase, a set of expected properties of

the CPS are determined that are required for its safety. An

abstract modeling of the different components of the CPS is

then performed to extract properties of the physical

environment, computing units, and the cyber–physical

interactions. Mathematical analysis (model analysis) is then

performed on the abstract model to evaluate the expected

properties and verify the system requirements.
However, any model-based technique for ensuring

safety of cyber–physical systems will need to charac-

terize the spatio–temporal cyber–physical interactions

(Section II). In this regard, global CPS (GCPS) [29] is an

abstract modeling framework for CPSs which is illustrated

in Fig. 4. The CPS is considered as a network of several

local CPSs (LCPS). Each LCPS consists of computing unit,

interaction parameters, and two associated spatial regions
of the physical environment: 1) region of impact (ROIm);

and 2) region of interest (ROIn). Associated with each

computing unit are computing properties ðCÞ, such as fre-

quency of operation, and physical properties of the

computing unit ðPÞ such as, specific heat and temperature

rise. The interaction parameters are common to the

computing and the physical unit and includes parameters

such as heat transferred, air flow rate, and, infusion rate.
The ROIn and ROIm characterize the spatial extent of the

effects of the intended and unintended interactions,

respectively. The ROIn or ROIm of an LCPS has three

components.

• Monitored parameter, which is a property of the

physical environment ðPÞ and manifests the effects

of the cyber–physical interactions. Typical exam-

ples include temperature, drug concentration, and
cell death rate.

• Region boundary, which signifies the spatial extent

of the effect of interactions. The variation of the

monitored parameters beyond this region is

negligible.

• Physical dynamics, a model of the physical process

governing the spatio–temporal variation of the
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monitored parameters. For example, it can be a

multidimensional partial differential equation

governing the temperature rise on human body
(e.g., Penne’s equation [16] in Fig. 4).

Dashed single headed arrows in Fig. 4 indicate the effects

of the computing and physical properties on the ROIm

and ROIn, given by the mappings G and H. Thick solid

arrows indicate the cyber–physical interactions, mathe-

matically formulated as the mapping K. Physical dynam-

ics of the ROIm is a member of K, which correlates the

computing, physical, and interaction parameters through
complex spatio–temporal differential equations. The

double headed arrows show aggregate effects when ROIns

or ROIms overlap.

The use of GCPS is shown in the following UAV

example.

Example 5 (UAV Surveillance): The UAV is given a set of

target positions (unshaded bubbles in Fig. 5). It has to visit

these positions to carry out mission-critical operations

such as imaging and wild fire suppression. The physical

environment of the UAV further includes unsafe regions,
e.g., hit range of surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) (shaded

bubbles in Fig. 5). The computing properties ðCÞ of the

UAV include the UAV control algorithm and communica-

tion protocol between the UAV and the base. The physical

properties ðPÞ include air frictional, thermal, and electro-

magnetic properties of the environment. The position and

velocity of the UAV are the interaction parameters ðIÞ,

which are affected by the control algorithms and frictional

properties through the aerodynamic equations ðKÞ. The

ROIn in the GCPS is the spatial region covering the target
positions. The range of the SAMs can be considered as the

ROIm. Aggregate effects in case of multiple UAVs will

have overlap in their ROIns, which may cause collision

among UAVs [30]. The aim of an UAV path planning

algorithm is to cover all possible target positions without

getting in the hit range of any SAM missile [6]. �
GCPS models have been also proposed for mobile CPS

such as automobiles [31] with simple extensions to the
ROIm and ROIn to consider mobility. The GCPS model can

be applied to any CPS and clearly incorporates the unified

approach to CPS design by provisioning the constructs to

model both the computing as well as the physical environ-

ment in the same framework. These models can be used for

two purposes: 1) to check the consistency of CPS models

developed using specialized tools such as Ptolemy6 in

specific domains; and 2) to perform simulation analysis of
any CPS. Since GCPS is generic and provides a compre-

hensive set of modeling constructs it is a good candidate for

the base architecture. Further, specific modeling needs

may give rise to specialized modeling tools, since systems

from various domains are CPSs. An important research

problem in this regard is the ability to check the consistency

and to capture cyber–physical interdependencies of the

models developed in different domains. In a recent

Fig. 4. Abstract modeling framework for CPS, global CPS (GCPS).

6http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/
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research [32], typed graphs were used to show isomor-

phism between different models of a CPS. In such a
technique, the equivalence of models to a base architec-

ture is considered as a consistency check. Potentially the

GCPS is a good candidate for the base architecture. Apart

from GCPS approach existing formal models are also con-

sidered in the literature for safety analysis of automobile

software [33].

Traditionally there were two methods to analyze a CPS

model: 1) simulative analysis on a given set of test cases;
and 2) model checking, where the formal methods are

used to provide theoretical guarantees on properties of

CPSs. In this paper, safety aspects of two example CPSs,

BAN and DCs, are considered to illustrate these two

approaches.

B. Ensuring Security
In designing security solutions for CPS, one should not

only consider the properties ðCÞ of the computing
components involved (CPU, RAM, ROM, data rate), but

also the interaction of the components with the physical

environment (mapping K). In this regard, a novel per-

spective on securing CPS which takes this property into

account, called cyber–physical security (CYPSec) was pro-

posed in [22]. CYPSec solutions are environmentally

coupled security solutions, which take traditional security

primitives along with the environmental knowledge/
information to operate [22]. The idea is to use the

monitoring capability of CPSs to provide security. By

utilizing this fundamental capability of CPSs, security

provision becomes intrinsically linked to a CPS operation

and not something that is retrospectively added to an

operational system to protect it from threats. Another merit

of CYPSec solutions is they can now harness the complex

and dynamic nature of the physical environment for

security purposes. Some of the principal characteristics of
CYPSec solutions are as follows.

• Usability: By using environment characteristics as a

basis for security primitives, security deployment

and management abstractions need not be actively

considered freeing the users to focus on functional

aspects of the system.

• Emergence: CYPSec solutions are designed to not

only provide the appropriate security functions for
which they are designed for example confidential-

ity, integrity, availability but also demonstrate

additional Ballied[ properties, such as authentica-

tion, interoperability, and adaptivity.

• Multidomain Primitives: As CYPSec solutions have

both cyber and physical aspects to them, enabling

them usually requires integration of techniques

from other domains with security. Further, as the
solutions work in tandem with existing infrastruc-

ture, they should be implementable with well-

defined computational primitives.

Fig. 6 shows the security requirements for a typical CPS. It

consists of five aspects: sensing security deals with the

validity and accuracy of the sensing process; storage
security is required to prevent both cyber and physical

tampering of any data stored by the CPS; communication
security is required for securing both inter- and intra-CPS

communication from both active (interferers) and passive

(eavesdroppers) adversaries; actuation control security re-

fers to ensuring that no actuation can take place without

the appropriate authorization; and finally, feedback security
requires ensuring that the control systems in a CPS which

provide the necessary feedback for effecting actuation are

protected.

Fig. 5. GCPS model of surveillance UAVs.
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C. Ensuring Sustainability
Resources from the physical environment are used to

extract green energy, which is used as energy source in

sustainable CPSs as discussed in Section II-A3. However,

associated with this mode of power supply are the prob-
lems of intermittent energy source and unknown load

characteristics. Moreover, the amount of energy available

from the environment is often not sufficient to operate the

computing units of CPSs. For example, recent studies [34],

[35] show that the amount of power scavenged from

human body through body heat, ambulation, and respira-

tion is not sufficient to operate state-of-the-art sensors at

their maximum operating power. To overcome these prob-
lems sustainability research has focused on three key

techniques: 1) improving the efficiency of energy har-

vesting from the environment; 2) environment-aware

duty cycling of computing units; and 3) energy efficient

computing.

Given these techniques, the goal of a sustainable design

is to ensure that the CPS is energy neutral [9]. Energy

neutrality of a system essentially means that the system
consumes as much energy as harvested. Consider the SBCS

power supply model of Fig. 2 where at time t ¼ 0 the

battery capacity was Bð0Þ. For an energy neutral operation

of the system for �t onwards, the battery capacity at time

tþ �t is also Bð0Þ. In other words, the battery is never

depleted for energy neutral operation of a system. The

harvesting theory [9] is an analytical method for ensuring

energy neutrality of a CPS design. It takes a model-based
approach, and considers stochastic models of the harvest-

ing source and the computing unit. Based on the

characterization of intermittent energy availability from

scavenging sources, environmentally aware duty cycling of

computing units is proposed in several domains such as in

BANs [29] and DCs [24]. An analysis of BAN duty cycling

for sustainability is discussed in the following example.

Example 6 (BAN Duty Cycling): The computational

workload ðCÞ in BANs is generally periodic and is known

a priori. For example, health monitoring applications such

as Ayushman [1] have deterministic workloads as shown in

Fig. 7. In Ayushman, the sensors in the BAN sense phy-

siological data, store them in local memory, and period-
ically transfer the stored data to the base station in a single

burst. Communication is secured by encryption with a

secret key, which is established between BAN nodes using

the PSKA protocol (Example 3).

Energy is scavenged from respiration, ambulation, body

heat, and sunlight and the available energy ðIÞ depends on

the physical properties ðPÞ such as physical exertion and

intensity of sunlight. The scavenging sources can be pro-
filed ðHÞ for obtaining average energy availability over a

day of operation [34]. Given the available average power,

the sensors can be duty cycled to reduce the energy con-

sumption to a level that is sustainable. The duty cycling

algorithms are driven by the available energy as input and

hence serve as the mapping K. Further, allowable duty

cycles of the sensors depend on the time taken for pro-

cessing security related workload. Thus, the duty cycling
algorithm should also be aware of the processing require-

ments of the security protocol, necessitating a unified

approach to design. �

IV. APPLICATION OF S3 SOLUTIONS

This section demonstrates the application of cyber–
physically oriented solutions for S3 in three representative

CPSs: BANs, DCs, and SIs.

A. BAN Safety Modeling

State of the Art: As discussed in Section III-A, MBE has

been used extensively to characterize the cyber–physical

interactions to verify interaction safety of medical devices,
an important component of BANs. Most of these works try

to characterize the computational aspects of the medical

device or make simplifications to the physiology of the

human body. For example, Jetley et al. [12] and Arney et al.
[20] propose the use of formal models in medical device

safety review. However, none of these works consider

formal representation of the interactions of the medical

Fig. 7. Ayushman workload showing duty cycling opportunities and

variation in processing requirements. Higher bars indicate higher

processor utilization as well as higher power consumption.

Fig. 6. CPS security requirements.
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device with the human body. Jiang et al. [36] have consid-
ered modeling the physiology of heart using a timed auto-

maton. Timed automaton is also used to verify the control

actions in a closed-loop infusion system with pulse oxime-

ter signals as feedback [37].

Several modeling efforts to characterize the coopera-

tion of computational and physical behavior of BAN com-

ponents have used the linear hybrid automata [38], [39]

with implicit assumptions that the human physiology is
static. Such assumptions are not applicable in general for

safety verification of BAN–CPS as they do not capture

the dynamic spatio–temporal nature of cyber–physical

interactions.

FocusVFormal Models for BAN Interaction Safety: As

discussed in Section II-A1, CPS safety should concentrate

on achieving interaction safety. This calls for modeling
techniques that can characterize the spatio–temporal ef-

fects of cyber–physical interactions. Research efforts in

this regard have resulted in modeling frameworks such as

the one shown in Fig. 4 [29], which can be used for CPS

oriented modeling of BANs. Interaction safety with respect

to thermal effects of the computation in the sensors are

considered and GCPS is used to model such scenarios.

Given the GCPS models, two types of analysis are
performed: 1) simulation on a given set of test cases; and

2) formal model checking analysis. In this regard, BAND-

Aide, a modeling and analysis framework for BANs, is

proposed, which uses GCPS as the modeling tool and a

generic simulation analysis algorithm [29] to evaluate

safety of BANs. The GCPS modeling constructs are further

implemented as an annex (CPSAnnex) [40] to industry

standard Architecture Analysis and Design Language7 and
can be used to specify cyber–physical interactions in CPS.

For model checking purposes, hybrid-automata-based

formal models have been recently considered, for model-

ing medical devices. The following examples show the use

of hybrid automata that can capture cyber–physical

interactions for model checking of CPSs.

Example 7 (Hybrid Model of Thermal Effects in Sensors):
Spatio–temporal hybrid automata (STHA) [41] can capture

the spatio–temporal cyber–physical interactions. Fig. 8

shows the variation of skin temperature over space for the

operation of two sensors on the human body. The thermal

effects of the sensors are similar to the pulse oximeter

example (Example 1). A formal model generally represent

a system as a collection of states and a set of dynamic

equations that define the evolution of the states. Tradi-
tionally a state is defined as a collection of variables (called

state variables), which vary over time and a set of ordinary

differential equations, which govern this variation over

time. However, in STHA, a state should represent the

system properties and their variations at a particular time

and space. As shown in Fig. 8, depending on the magni-

tude of temperature rise, the spatial region at a particular

time can be partitioned into states. These partitions vary

over time resulting in spatio–temporal variation of the

state variables. Such variations are often characterized by

spatio–temporal partial differential equations. In a tra-
ditional formal model, the temporal variation of the va-

riables results in events, which causes transition of the

system from one state to another. However, in STHA,

since the state variables vary over both space and time the

events causing state transitions can be spatio–temporal in

nature. �

Example 8 (Model Checking of STHA): An STHA model
can be used for model checking purposes for a CPS. One of

the main analysis techniques for model checking is the

reachability analysis [42]. The reachability analysis can be

used to perform safety analysis by marking a subset of

states as unsafe. While performing reachability analysis, if

those states are reached, then the system operation can be

concluded as unsafe. Current techniques to analyze hybrid

automata [42] support system evolution in only one di-
mension (time). However, STHAs require evolution in

four dimensions. This not only renders the current avail-

able analysis tools inapplicable but also increases the ana-

lysis complexity. Reachability analysis technique for STHA

model can be performed by discretization of space and

time dimensions. In this analysis, the continuous dynamics

of the hybrid automata is evaluated by performing fixed

point computations of the specified equations. Then, the
discrete state transitions are simulated based on the tran-

sition conditions to determine the states that can be

reached from an initial state [42]. This can be done by

setting an initial state, incrementing time and checking the

reachable states as the continuous dynamics evolves. �7http://www.aadl.info/

Fig. 8. Spatial region partitioned into states (S1, S2, S3, and S4) to

conceptualize a spatio–temporal hybrid automata.
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B. Secure Information Access in SIs

State of the Art: Recent years have seen the development

of SI-CPS which consist of a large number of heteroge-

neous, massively distributed computing entities. Such in-

frastructures provide their users with an aware, intelligent,

information rich environment for conducting their day-to-

day activities [43]. Examples of SI-CPS include health mo-

nitoring systems [44], [45], smart spaces [46], and aware
homes [47]. An important application of their monitoring

capabilities is emergency management. Examples of emer-

gencies include patient needing urgent medical attention,

crisis such as building fire, and the computing infrastruc-

ture under attack from outside. SI-CPS can be used to

detect and provide useful and real-time information about

the state of such emergencies to the planners and relief

workers and facilitate response, thereby improving the
chances of saving lives and property.

Traditionally, in the event of emergencies, any security

system is disabled in order to allow relief workers to utilize

full capabilities of the system for controlling the emer-

gency [48], [49]. Such an approach may work for nonsmart

systems and infrastructures. But given the extent of sensi-

tive information available within smart infrastructures,

disabling security in the event of emergencies will poten-
tially leave the system vulnerable to hackers and tech cri-

minals. For example, let us consider that when a person

faces a health related emergency, the security on his wear-

able health monitoring system is disabled so that any

medical personnel can easily view the subject’s health in-

formation without any security constraints. This allows any

malicious entity in the vicinity, with the right set of tools, to

access the person’s health information as well. The
malicious element may then dupe the smart infrastructure

into detecting a false emergency, disable the security

system, and collect sensitive information from the space.

FocusVCriticality-Aware Access Control: For securing ac-

cess to information in an SI, novel access control models

called criticality-aware access control (CAAC) [50] has

been developed. CAAC has the ability to provide the right
set of privileges for the right set of subjects, at the right time

for the right duration to facilitate criticality response.

Criticalities are situations that require urgent response

actions in order to maintain the stability of the system. Each

criticality has a timing duration associated with it known as

window of opportunity, within which response actions have

to be executed for the criticality to be controlled [51].

CAAC is an adaptive access control approach designed
to facilitate the control of all the active criticalities within

the system. It uses an action general model (AGM) based

on the stochastic crisis planning technique developed in

[52]. The results of AGM execution (list of response ac-

tions for different combinations of criticalities such that

the window-of-opportunity of all the criticalities is

satisfied) are provided to the CAAC, before it is deployed.

CAAC monitors its environment at regular intervals (every
tp time units), and depending upon the system state, it

identifies the best response actions that need to be taken to

reach the normal state. Additionally, it identifies the set of

subjects that are best suited to execute the response

actions, and provides them with credentials to execute the

actions. This change in credentials of subjects is temporary

and reverts back when the criticalities in the system

change or expire. Fig. 9 shows the CAAC operation flow
chart. Being a CYPSec solution it inherently brings out

new Ballied[ properties to security policy specification.

/ Proactivity: CAAC can provide privileges to selected

users in response to emergencies without explicit

request.

/ Adaptive risk management: CAAC minimizes the

associated risks by dynamically controlling the

changes in privileges in accordance with the prin-
ciple of least privilege.

C. DC Energy Efficiency

State of the Art: Sustainability research in DCs has

mainly focused on energy efficiency. Recent research pro-

poses energy efficiency improvements of DCs through

throttling devices and workload shaping, which are usually
with performance degrading implications. In this regard,

some prominent approaches are: 1) system level power

management techniques including inactive low-power

modes, i.e., transitioning to the sleep sate in idle times

[53], [54], and active low-power modes, i.e., frequency

scaling of central processing unit (CPU) according to the

offered workload [55]–[57]; 2) server provisioning, adjust-

ing the number of active servers in a servers depending
upon load requirements [25], [58]–[62]; 3) thermal-aware

spatio–temporal job scheduling at both the chip level and

the DC level [61], [63]–[66]; and 4) electricity cost effi-

cient workload distribution across DCs [67]–[69]. Recent

research also proposes storing energy in uninterruptible

power supply (UPS) batteries during Bvalleys[Vperiods of

lower demandVwhich can be drained during Bpeaks[
periods of higher demand [26], [27].

FocusVEnvironmentally Coupled Workload Scheduling
and Green Cooling Energy Supply: Thermal-aware spatio–

temporal workload scheduling in DCs is an emerging area of

research. Several online and offline algorithms for spatio–

temporal workload scheduling [28] have been developed and

analyzed for energy efficiency. Cooling unit control has been

also incorporated into spatial scheduling algorithms such as
highest thermostat setting [70], which dynamically sets the

cooling unit thermostat to reduce cooling power.

For Internet DCs [25] thermal-aware active server set

provisioning (TASP) and thermal-aware workload distri-

bution (TAWD) are designed to predict workload at fine

time slots and skew it toward thermal and power efficient

servers, thus increasing energy efficiency of systems by
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increasing the per-server utilization. TASP and TAWD

policies are further evaluated under energy proportionality
of servers in DCs [14]. These solutions clearly draw upon

both computer science and thermodynamics. Further,
methods for cost efficiency in DC operation have been

developed considering the variation in electricity costs

over different locations in the world [71]. A generic theo-

retical formulation of environmentally aware workload

scheduling for CPSs is proposed in [72]. This framework

considers the spatio–temporal variation of the properties

of environment and judiciously employs discretization to

points of interest for their characterization. Such a formal
framework allows formulation of workload scheduling in

any CPS domain into an optimization problem.

In [24], environmentally coupled solutions are

classified into several classes based on three objectives:

1) workload management, which determines the amount

of workload in each computing unit; 2) computing power

management, which determines the power modes of the

computing components; and 3) management of the phy-
sical environment, which includes policies for reduction in

heat recirculation or intelligent cooling unit control. The

study provides characteristics of CPS workloads and cate-

gorizes the workload management algorithms with respect

to three salient features: 1) workload duration, long run-

ning or short running; 2) workload arrival characteristics,

periodic or aperiodic; and 3) workload knowledge, offline

(prior knowledge) or online (no prior knowledge). With
respect to each of these five objectives, i.e., three work-

load properties, power, and physical environment man-

agement, the algorithms are given a star, if they support

all the options in the objective. An important conclusion

was that existing environmentally coupled solutions can

achieve four-star operation, where they may support all

three characteristics of the workload and provision power

management. However, controlling the physical environ-

ment often requires prior knowledge of the workload,

which may compromise the capability of the algorithm to

process aperiodic arrivals and perform online scheduling.

Recent works on green cooling equipment design
(Example 4) have resulted in a theoretical model of a heat

activated chiller. Preliminary theoretical analysis shows

that a power usage efficiency (PUE)8 of very close to one is

possible with such an approach. Further, for facilitating

the design and testing of green strategies in DC, an intui-

tive open source simulation tool such as GDCSim [74] is

also developed. Such research towards a sustainable DC

design is a work in progress under BlueTool NSF infras-
tructure grant.9

V. SOME OPEN RESEARCH
CHALLENGES IN S3

A. Safety
Physical processes in the ROIm can affect the moni-

tored parameters in the ROIn. Consider the example
where an implanted sensor measures physiological values

from the human body and transfers it to the base station.

Let the ROIn be defined as the communication range of

the sensor and the ROIm be defined as the area of the

surrounding tissue that receives thermal energy from the

sensor due to its heat dissipation. Implantation often leads

to growth of tissue around the computing unit resulting in

a change in the ROIm of the system [75]. However, this
phenomenon leads to a change in the electromagnetic en-

vironment of the sensor thus altering its communication

capabilities or affecting the ROIn. Analysis of such scena-

rios is difficult due to lack of models.

8PUE is the ratio of power in to the DC measured at the utility meter
to the conditioned power out to run the IT equipment for computing [73].

9http://impact.asu.edu/BlueTool/wiki/index.php/BlueTool

Fig. 9. CAAC execution flowchart.
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In the STHA reachability analysis, due to discretization
of the dimensions, errors will be introduced. In this re-

gard, an important research objective is to ensure that the
approximations caused due to the discretization are an over
approximation. In the analysis step, there are two types of

approximations during discretization of: 1) dimensions;

and 2) differential equations. Characterization of such two

pronged errors in the reachability analysis is an open

problem.

B. Security
In the long run several additional research challenges

need to be considered in order to successfully deploy

CYPSec solutions. First, CPSs can be mixed-criticality
systems with both critical (those that perform critical com-

putations or those that interact with the physical environ-

ment) and noncritical components. Interaction between
these two components has to be carefully considered in

order to ensure the safe operation of the system. One ap-

proach for handling the mixed critical nature is to formally

verify the behavior of CYPSec solutions under different

operational conditions of the system.

The close coupling of CYPSec solutions with the envi-

ronment also brings to fore an important characteristic

that traditional security approaches do not seem to
considerVthe notion of time. Traditional computing

usually ignores the notion of time by abstracting the phy-

sical process [76]. Such abstractions are not applicable for

CPS. As the operation of the CPS has direct consequence

on a physical environment, safety of the process and its

users is paramount. Indeed in many of the current CPS

systems such as medical devices and smart grid, safety has

been given much more prominence than security, and
rightly so, as a secure device that is unsafe has no utility.

Safety may be compromised since security components of

the CPS may interact in an unexpected manner with others.

Finally, as CYPSec solutions depend upon the physical

environment to enable security, attacks on the physical

environment can be potentially used to prevent the CYPSec

solutions from functioning correctly. Attackers can artifi-

cially change the environment around the cyber elements
of a CPS causing unexpected results with CYPSec including

denial of service. Physical environment can be tampered

with in CPSs such as power grids and UAVs, since they are

unmanned. Attackers can potentially control the sensors in

a DC to cause overload of the air conditioner. Therefore, if

the physical environment itself is not secure, some

mechanism for authenticating the sensed value is required.

C. Sustainability
One of the major open problems in sustainability solu-

tions is the efficiency of energy extraction from scavenging

sources. The theoretical limit of efficiency of a solar

electricity device is 70% and costs around $0.30 per kilo-

watt hour [77], an order of magnitude greater than current

electricity costs. Further, the scavenged energy per unit

area of a source that extracts electrical power from the
human body through body heat, respiration, or ambulation

is very low [34]. This causes increase in the form factor of

the scavenger. The development of cost-effective and usa-

ble energy scavenging sources for CPSs is an open problem.

For effective environmentally coupled duty cycling,

scavenging sources have to be modeled to determine the

power availability characteristics. However, often it is

extremely hard to predict the amount of power available at
a given time. For example, in case of a solar electricity

device the available power depends on several environ-

mental factors such as presence or absence of clouds and

random obstructions providing shade. Characterization of

the physical processes in the environment that affect

scavenging to predict the available power at a future time

is an open research problem.

Development of five-star algorithms [24] for environ-
mentally coupled CPS workload is an important open

problem. Being able to control the physical environment

requires accurate characterization of the cyber–physical

interactions during the workload scheduling duration.

Aperiodic arrival of workloads introduces uncertainties in

such characterizations. Prediction algorithms for CPS

workloads exist in different domains such as for Internet

DC. They can be used to predict the behavior of the phy-
sical environment. However, development of such predic-

tion algorithms is still an open research problem in

application domains such as high-performance computing

[28] and context-aware applications [78].

VI. CONCLUSION

CPSs are increasingly becoming pervasive and are enabling
critical operations in systems providing improved health

care, smart spaces, and green and cost-effective amenities.

To enable wide acceptance of CPSs, their safe, secure, and

sustainable operation has to be ensured. The tight coupling

between computing units and physical environment in CPS

when used intelligently can assure safe, secure, and

sustainable systems. This paper facilitates the design of en-

vironmentally aware solutions to CPS S3 problems by
providing a formal framework for representing cyber–

physical interactions in a CPS. Several examples from di-

verse CPS domains such as BAN, DCs, SIs, and UAVs are

shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework in

characterizing intended, unintended interactions and aggre-

gate effects. In addition, this paper also provides a list of open

research challenges for S3 in CPS. A detailed discussion of

safety, security, and sustainability in the specific domains of
BANs will be published in the form of a book [79]. h
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